Directions: Read each statement. Write FACT on the line if you think the statement is true. Write MYTH on the line if you think the statement is false.

_______ THE BEST WAY TO USE A CONDOM IS TO PUT IT ON TIGHTLY.

_______ IF A MALE REMOVES THE PENIS FROM THE VAGINA BEFORE EJACULATION OCCURS, HE CAN BE SURE TO PREVENT PREGNANCY.

_______ ABSTINENCE IS THE MOST EFFECTIVE METHOD OF AVOIDING STI’S.

_______ DOUCHING OR PEEING AFTER SEX WILL WASH THE SPERM OUT OF THE VAGINA AND PROTECT AGAINST PREGNANCY AND DISEASE.

_______ BIRTH CONTROL PILL USE ALONE IS EFFECTIVE IN PREVENTING SEXUALLY TRANSMITTED INFECTIONS. (STI’S)

_______ A WOMAN IS PROTECTED FROM PREGNANCY THE DAY SHE BEGINS TAKING THE PILL.

_______ HORMONAL BIRTH CONTROL CAN INCREASE MY RISK OF CANCER AND MAY CAUSE ME TO BE INFERTILE.